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Abstract
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1. Introduction
This paper studies the Cauchy problem for periodic generalized KdV equations of
the form
@tu þ 1
4p2
@3xu þ FðuÞx ¼ 0; u :T ½0; T /R;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ fðxÞ; xAT;
8<: ð1:1Þ
where F is a polynomial of degree k þ 1; the initial data u0 is in a Sobolev space
HsðTÞ; and T ¼ R=Z is the torus. The factor 1
4p2 is convenient in order to make
the dispersion relation t ¼ x3; but it is inessential and we recommend that the
reader ignore all powers of 2p which appear in the sequel. We can assume that
F has no constant or linear term since these can be removed by a Gallilean
transformation.
The main result established in this paper is a sharp multilinear estimate which
allows us to show the initial value problem (1.1) is locally well-posed in HsðTÞ for
sX12: We expect that the estimate (contained in Theorem 3 below) will have other
applications in the study of the behavior of solutions of KdV-like equations. This
introduction will begin by deﬁning some spaces of functions of space and time. We
then state and discuss our results and make some remarks concerning possible
extensions of this work. The introduction concludes with a brief overview of the rest
of the paper.
If uðx; tÞ is a function on the cylinder T R and s; bAR; we deﬁne the X s;b ¼
X
s;b
t¼x3ðT RÞ norm by
jjujjX s;b :¼ jjuˆ ðx; tÞ/xSs/t
 x3SbjjL2t;x ;
where the space–time Fourier transform uˆ ðx; tÞ is given for xAZ; tAR by
uˆ ðx; tÞ :¼
Z
TR
e
2piðxxþttÞuðx; tÞ dx dt
and /xS :¼ 1þ jxj: We shall often abbreviate jjujjX s;b as jjujjs;b: These norms were
introduced for the KdV equation in [5] (with similar spaces for the wave equation
appearing in [2,25,27]).
The low-regularity study of Eq. (1.1) on T has been based around iteration in the
spaces X s;
1
2 (see [5,23,29]). This space barely fails to control the LNt H
s
x norm. To
rectify this we deﬁne the slightly stronger norms Y s by
jjujjY s :¼ jjujjs;12 þ jj/xS
suˆ jjL2xL1t : ð1:2Þ
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We shall also need the companion spaces Zs deﬁned by
jjujjZs :¼ jjujjs;
12 þ
/xSsuˆ
/t
 x3S
  
L2xL
1
t
: ð1:3Þ
1.1. Main results
The main technical result of this paper is the multilinear estimate contained in
Theorem 3 stated in Section 4, which improves on the results in [29]. By combining
Theorem 3 with an estimate of Kenig et al. [23] we shall obtain
Proposition 1. For any sX1
2
and functions u1;y; ukþ1 in Y s we have
P P
Yk
i¼1
ui
 !
@xukþ1
 !



Zs
t
Ykþ1
i¼1
jjuijjY s ; ð1:4Þ
where P denotes the orthogonal projection onto mean zero functions
PðuÞðxÞ :¼ uðxÞ 

Z
T
u:
Moreover, estimate (1.4) fails for so12:
In [23] the restriction sX1
2
was shown to be sharp in the k ¼ 2 case. The counter-
example given there can be easily modiﬁed to show the necessity of the condition sX12
for kX4; and also for the k ¼ 3 case if one allows the mean of the ui to be non-zero.
In the k ¼ 3 case with mean zero the counter-example is a little trickier, and is
discussed in Section 2.
The sharp estimate (1.4) of Proposition 1 will be useful in studying the dynamical
behavior of solutions of polynomial generalizations of the KdV equation. In this
paper, we use Proposition 1 to obtain some local and global well-posedness results
for the Cauchy problem (1.1). In [29] (see also [5,21]), such equations were shown to
be globally well-posed for H1 data.
Theorem 1. If FðuÞ is a polynomial, then the Cauchy problem for the periodic
generalized KdV equation (1.1) is locally well-posed in HsðTÞ for all sX1
2
; if the Hs
norm of the data is sufficiently small.
For the large data case, see Remarks 10.2 and 11.1 below. When F is quadratic we
have the KdV equation, which is locally well-posed all the way down to s ¼ 
1
2
[23]
(see also [5,7,22]). When F is cubic we have the modiﬁed KdV equation, for which
local well-posedness was already obtained for sX12 in [23] (see also [13]), and this
range is sharp for the purposes of uniformly continuous dependence of the solution
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on the data, see [23,24]. In the quartic case FðuÞ ¼ u4 we shall show in Section 2 that
one has analytic ill-posedness in Hs for any so1
2
; this example can be extended to
general polynomials F of degree at least 3.
On the real line with FðuÞ ¼ ukþ1; Eq. (1.1) is known to be locally well-posed down
to the scaling exponent sX1
2

 2
k
for kX4 [21] (see also [4]; earlier results are in [17]).
This was recently extended to k ¼ 3 (except at the endpoint s ¼ 1
2

 2
k
) in [18]. Thus
there is a loss of 2
k
derivatives when moving to the periodic setting when kX3 in
contrast to the 1
4
loss one has in the k ¼ 1; 2 cases. These observations resolve a
question6 posed by Carlos Kenig.
There are some other consequences of Theorem 3. It allows us to complete the
proof (in [13]) of global well-posedness of the KdV and mKdV equations down to
sX
 1
2
and sX1
2
: In particular in the symplectic space ’H

1
2 we see that the KdV ﬂow
is a smooth symplectic ﬂow (see [8,26] for further discussion). Also, we can obtain
some periodic global well-posedness results for generalized KdV equations below
H1: Speciﬁcally, we have
Theorem 2. The Cauchy problem for the periodic generalized KdV equation
ut þ 1
4p2
uxxx þ u3ux ¼ 0;
uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ; xAT
8<: ð1:5Þ
is locally well-posed for large HsðTÞ data for sX1
2
; and globally well-posed for large
real HsðTÞ data for s456: Moreover, the initial value problem (1.5) is analytically ill-
posed in HsðTÞ for so1
2
:
Remark 1.1. The proof of the local well-posedness claim in Theorem 2 given
below does not show that (1.5) is analytically well-posed. The proof conjugates
an analytic well-posedness result obtained for (10.2) by the gauge transformation
(10.1). However, the gauge transformation is merely continuous on Hs; so the
argument does not establish analytic dependence on the initial data for solutions
of (1.5).
We prove Theorem 2 in Sections 11–13, by using the ‘‘I-method’’ in [9,11,20] (see
also [13,19]); this is a method for obtaining global well-posedness below the energy
norm by constructing ‘‘almost conserved’’ analogues of the Hamiltonian for rough
solutions. We remark that the truncation method of Bourgain [8,15,16] to obtain
global well-posedness below the energy norm does not apply here because the
equation has no smoothing properties in the periodic context.
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1.2. Remarks and possible extensions
As in many other results on global well posedness below the energy norm, our
condition s45
6
for global well-posedness falls quite short of the local condition sX1
2
:
This is mainly due to our poor control on the ﬂuctuation of our modiﬁed
Hamiltonian. From our experience with the KdV and mKdV equations in [13]
however we believe it is reasonable to hope that global well-posedness should hold
for all sX1
2
:
One should be able to obtain an analogue of the global well-posedness properties
in Theorem 2 for defocusing generalized KdV equations (i.e. with the non-linearity
u3ux replaced by aukux for k even and ap0). Morally speaking, our method gives this
whenever s413
14

 2
7k
(see the footnote in Section 13); however, there are some
technical difﬁculties when k44 because the conserved Hamiltonian7Z
1
8p2
u2x 

a
ðk þ 1Þðk þ 2Þ u
kþ2 dx
does not quite control the H1 norm of u due to low frequency issues (and the fact
that L2 is now supercritical). In principle this could be avoided by the techniques in
[20], but we do not present this here, as in any event these results are almost certainly
not sharp and should be signiﬁcantly improvable by adding correction terms to the
modiﬁed Hamiltonian (see [10,12–14]). We remark that when k ¼ 1 or 2 we can
obtain global well-posedness for the same range of exponents as the local theory
(sX
 1
2
and sX1
2
respectively); see [13].
We expect that Theorem 2 may be generalized to include the case when F is
analytic or smooth by adapting the arguments in [6].
One should also be able to obtain similar global well-posedness results for the line
R (with better exponents than the periodic case). In fact, the arguments should be
more elementary, requiring no number theory and relying instead on such estimates
as the Kato smoothing estimate and the sharp maximal function estimate
(cf. [13,16,21]).
1.3. Outline
Section 2 shows the ill-posedness claim of Theorem 2 and, under suitable
modiﬁcations, the failure of (1.4) for so1
2
: Section 3 records linear estimates between
spaces associated to the Airy equation. Section 4 reduces Theorem 3 to a multiplier
bound which we establish in the non-endpoint case, s41
2
; in Section 5. Section 6
recalls some elementary number theory which we use in Sections 7 and 8 to complete
the proof of Theorem 3 at the endpoint s ¼ 1
2
: Section 9 establishes Proposition 1.
Theorem 1 is proven in Section 10. Section 11 rescales various estimates to the setting
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of large periods.8 Section 12 contains a general interpolation result revealing a
certain ﬂexibility in proofs of local well-posedness. The global result of Theorem 2 is
proven in Sections 13 and 14.
2. A counter-example
In this section we give an example which shows why the condition sX1
2
is
necessary. We shall discuss only the most difﬁcult case, namely the k ¼ 3 case (1.5)
when u has mean zero. The other cases can be treated either by modifying the
example given here or the one in [23]. The examples showing a lack of analytic
dependence on the data are easier to construct in the presence of non-zero mean.
Let so1
2
; and let Nb1 be a large integer. Let N0; N1; N2; N3; N4 be integers with
distinct magnitudes such that
jN0jB1; jN1j; jN2j; jN3j; jN4jBN
and
N0 þ N1 þ N2 þ N3 þ N4 ¼ 0; N30 þ N31 þ N32 þ N33 þ N34 ¼ Oð1Þ: ð2:1Þ
For instance, we could choose
N0 :¼ 6; N1 :¼ N 
 4; N2 :¼ 2N þ 1; N3 :¼ 
N 
 4; N4 :¼ 
2N þ 1:
Let u0 be an H
s function. We deﬁne the iterates uð0Þ; uð1Þ by
u
ð0Þ
t þ
1
4p2
uð0Þxxx ¼ 0; uð0Þðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ;
u
ð1Þ
t þ
1
4p2
uð1Þxxx þ ðuð0ÞÞ3uð0Þx ¼ 0; uð1Þðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ:
In order for the Cauchy problem (1.5) to be locally analytically well-posed in Hs; it
is necessary that the non-linear map u0/u
ð1Þ maps Hs to LNt H
s
x; at least for short
times t and small Hs norm. This is because uð1Þ is the Taylor expansion of u to fourth
order in terms of u0 (see e.g. [7] for further discussion).
We now choose a speciﬁc choice of initial data u0; namely
u0ðxÞ :¼ e
X4
j¼0
N
sj cosð2pNjxÞ
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for some 0oe51: Clearly u0 has Hs norm OðeÞ and mean zero. The zeroth iterate
uð0Þ is
uð0Þðt; xÞ ¼ e
X4
j¼0
N
sj cosð2pðNjx 
 N3j tÞÞ:
By (2.1), one can then see that the non-linear expression ðuð0ÞÞ3uð0Þx contains a term of
the form
Ce4N
s0 N

s
1 N

s
2 N

s
3 N4 cosð2pðN4x 
 ðN34 þ Oð1ÞÞtÞÞ
for some absolute non-zero constant C: Using this and Duhamel’s formula one can
see that for all non-zero times jtj51; the N4 Fourier coefﬁcient of uð1ÞðtÞ is
BcðtÞe4N1
3s for some non-zero quantity cðtÞ depending only on t: This implies that
the Hs norm of uð1ÞðtÞ is at least cðtÞN1
2s: Since so1
2
; we obtain Hs analytic ill-
posedness by letting N-N: (In fact, by examining the argument more carefully we
can show that the solution map is not even C4 in the Hs topology in the k ¼ 3 case.
For more general k; one can show Ckþ1 ill-posedness.).
Note that the above example can be easily modiﬁed to also show that Proposition
1 fails for so1
2
:
3. Linear estimates
In this section we list some linear embeddings which will be useful in treating non-
endpoint cases.
We shall implicitly use the trivial embedding
X s;bDX s
0;b0 ð3:1Þ
for sXs0; bXb0 frequently in the sequel. From spatial Sobolev we have
X s;0 ¼ L2t HsxDL2t Lpx ð3:2Þ
whenever 0pso12 and 2ppp 2ð1
2sÞ; or whenever s412 and 2pppN: Similarly, we
have the energy estimate9
X s;
1
2þDLNt H
s
xDL
N
t L
p
x ð3:3Þ
under the same conditions on s and p: In particular, we have
X
1
2þ;12þDLNx;t: ð3:4Þ
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By interpolation with the previous estimates we thus have X
1
2þ;12þDLqt Lrx for all
2pq; rpN: Interpolating this with (3.2) for s ¼ 0; p ¼ 2 we obtain
X
1
2
d;12
dDLqt L
r
x ð3:5Þ
for all 0odo1
2
and 2pq; ro1d:
From [5] we have the Strichartz estimates
X 0;
1
3DL4x;t ð3:6Þ
and
X 0þ;
1
2þDL6x;t:
Interpolating the latter estimate with (3.5) we obtain the improvement
X d;
1
2DLqx;t ð3:7Þ
for all 0odo1
2
and 2pqo 6
1
2d: In particular we may take q ¼ 6; 6
; or 6þ : If we
interpolate with (3.6) instead we obtain
X 0þ;
1
2
sDLqx;t ð3:8Þ
for all 4oqo6 and so2ð1
q

 1
6
Þ:
Now we give some embeddings for the Y s and Zs spaces. Since the Fourier
transform of an L1 function is continuous and bounded, we have from (1.2) that
Y sDCtHsxDL
N
t H
s
x: ð3:9Þ
Let ZðtÞ denote a bump function adapted to ½
2; 2 which equals one on ½
1; 1: It is
easy to see that multiplication by ZðtÞ is a bounded operation on the spaces
Y s; Zs; X s;b:
Let SðtÞ denote the evolution operator for the Airy equation:
SðtÞ :¼ exp 1
4p2
t@xxx

 
:
From the identity
dZðtÞSðtÞu0ðx; tÞ ¼ uˆ 0ðxÞ#Zðt
 x3Þ
we see that
jjZðtÞSðtÞu0jjY stjju0jjHs : ð3:10Þ
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This homogeneous estimate controls the linear portion of the generalized KdV
equation. To control the Duhamel term we need the following inhomogeneous
estimate (cf. [5,22])
Lemma 3.1. We have
jjZðtÞ
Z t
0
Sðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0jjY stjjF jjZs
for any s and arbitrary test functions F on T R:
Proof. Fix F ; by applying a smooth cutoff one may assume that F is supported
on T ½
3; 3:
Let aðtÞ :¼ sgnðtÞ*ZðtÞ; where *Z is a bump function on ½
10; 10 which equals 1
on ½
5; 5: From the identity
w½0;tðt0Þ ¼
1
2
ðaðt0Þ 
 aðt 
 t0ÞÞ
for all tA½
2; 2 and t0A½
3; 3; we see that we may write ZðtÞ R t0 Sðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0 as a
linear combination of
ZðtÞSðtÞ
Z
R
aðt0ÞSð
t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0 ð3:11Þ
and
ZðtÞ
Z
R
aðt 
 t0ÞSðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0: ð3:12Þ
Consider the contribution of (3.11). By (3.10) it sufﬁces to show thatZ
aðt0ÞSð
t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0
  
Hs
tjjF jjZs :
Observe that the Fourier transform of
R
aðt0ÞSð
t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0 at x is given byZ
aˆ ðt
 x3ÞFˆ ðx; tÞ dt:
Since one has the easily veriﬁed bound
aˆ ðlÞ ¼ Oð/lS
1Þ; ð3:13Þ
the claim then follows from (1.3).
Now consider the contribution of (3.12). We may discard the ZðtÞ cutoff. The
space–time Fourier transform of
R
R
aðt 
 t0ÞSðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0 at ðt; xÞ is equal to
aˆ ðt
 x3ÞFˆ ðt; xÞ: The claim then follows from (3.13), (1.2), (1.3). &
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Finally, we shall need the following duality relationship between Y s and Z
s:
Lemma 3.2. We haveZ Z
w½0;1ðtÞuðx; tÞvðx; tÞ dx dt
 tjjujjY s jjvjjZ
s
for any s and any u; v on T R:
Proof. Without the cutoff w½0;1 this would be an immediate consequence of the
duality of X s;
1
2 and X
s;

1
2: However, these spaces are not preserved by rough cutoffs,
and one requires a little more care.
By writing w½0;1 as the difference of two signum functions, it sufﬁces to show thatZ Z
sgnðtÞuv dx dt
 tjjujjY s jjvjjZ
s :
By Plancherel we can write the left-hand side as
C p:v:
Z Z Z
uˆ ðx; tÞvˆ ðx; t0Þdx dt dt
0
t
 t0
 :
Partition u ¼PNj¼0 uj ; where uj has Fourier support on the region /x
 t3SB2j :
Similarly partition v ¼PNk¼0 vk: We can thus estimate the above by
C
X
j;kX0
p:v:
Z Z Z
/xSsuˆ jðx; tÞ/xS
svˆ kðx; t0Þdx dt dt
0
t
 t0
 : ð3:14Þ
First consider the contribution of the case jj 
 kjt1: In this case we use
the L2 boundedness of the Hilbert transform and Cauchy–Schwarz to estimate the
above by
C
X
j;kX0: jj
kjt1
jj/xSsuˆ jjj2jj/xS
svˆ kjj2:
Since jj 
 kjt1; we may estimate this by
C
X
j;kX0: jj
kjt1
jj/xSs/x
 t3S12uˆ j jj2jj/xS
s/x
 t3S

1
2vˆ kjj2;
which by another Cauchy–Schwarz is bounded by
Cjjujjs;12jjvjj
s;
12tjjujjY s jjvjjZs
as desired.
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Now consider the contribution when jj 
 kjb1: In this case we observe that
jt
 t0j\/t0 
 x3S; so we may estimate (3.14) by
Cp:v:
Z Z Z
/xSsjuˆ ðx; tÞj/xS

sjvˆ ðx; t0Þj
/t0 
 x3S dx dt dt
0;
which by Fubini and Cauchy–Schwarz is bounded by
Cjj/xSsuˆ jjL2xL1t
/xS
svˆ
/t0 
 x3S
  
L2xL
1
t0
tjjujjY s jjvjjZs
as desired. &
4. Reduction to a multiplier bound
In this section, we begin the proof of our main result:
Theorem 3. For any sX1
2
; we have10
Yk
i¼1
ui




s
1;12
t
Yk
i¼1
jjuijjY s : ð4:1Þ
This improves upon the results obtained in [29], where this result was proven for
sX1: We make some preliminary reductions for Theorem 3, exploiting the
‘‘denominator games’’ of Bourgain, and reduce matters to a multilinear multiplier
estimate.
Fix s; ui: Since the spaces Y
s and X s
1;
1
2 are deﬁned using the size of the
Fourier transform, we may assume that the Fourier transforms of the ui are
non-negative.
The desired estimate (4.1) is trivial for k ¼ 1; so we may assume kX2:
The Fourier transform of
Qk
i¼1 ui is given bydYk
i¼1
ui ðx; tÞ ¼
Z

Yk
i¼1
uˆ iðxi; tiÞ
where
R
 denotes an integration over the set where x ¼ x1 þ?þ xk; t ¼ t1
þ?þ tk:
First consider the contribution where
/t
 x3St/t1 
 x31S: ð4:2Þ
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In this case it sufﬁces to show that
Yk
i¼1
ui




s
1;0
tjju1jjs;0
Yk
i¼2
jjuijjY s :
On the other hand, from Sobolev and Ho¨lder, then another Sobolev and (3.9) we
have
Yk
i¼1
ui




s
1;0
t
Yk
i¼1
ui




L2t L
1þ
x
t jju1jjL2t Lkþx
Yk
i¼2
jjuijjLNt Lkþx
t jju1jjL2t Hsx
Yk
i¼2
jjuijjLNt Hsx
t jju1jjs;0
Yk
i¼2
jjuijjY s
as desired.
From the above and symmetry, we may thus assume that
/t
 x3Sb/ti 
 x3iS ð4:3Þ
for all 1pipk: In particular we have
15/t
 x3SB x3 

Xk
i¼1
x3i

:
It thus sufﬁces to show that
Z

/xSs
1 x3 

Xk
i¼1
x3i


1
2Yk
i¼1
uˆ iðxi; tiÞ




L2tL
2
x
t
Yk
i¼1
jjuijjs;12: ð4:4Þ
We now rewrite (4.4) using the notation of [30]. For all nX2 and all symbols
mðx1; t1;y; xn; tnÞ deﬁned on the region
Gn :¼ fðx1;y; tnÞAðZ RÞn: x1 þ?þ xn ¼ t1 þ?þ tn ¼ 0g;
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deﬁne the norm
jjmjj½n;ZR
to be the best constant such that one has the boundZ
Gn
mðx1;y; tnÞ
Yn
i¼1
fiðxi; tiÞ

pjjmjj½n;ZR Yn
i¼1
jjfijjL2xi L2ti :
By duality (4.4) can now be written as
jPkþ1i¼1 x3i j12
/xkþ1S
1
s Qk
i¼1 /xiS
s/ti 
 x3iS
1
2




½kþ1;ZR
t1:
We would like to use the denominator to cancel some of the denominator. Our tool
for doing this is
Lemma 4.1. If jx1jX?Xjxkþ1j and
Pkþ1
i¼1 xi ¼ 0; thenXkþ1
i¼1
x3i ¼ Oðjx1j jx2j jx3jÞ:
Proof. From the estimate
x31 þ x32 ¼ ðx1 þ x2Þðx21 
 x1x2 þ x22Þ ¼ Oðjx1 þ x2j jx1j2Þ
we see that
Xkþ1
i¼1
x3i ¼ Oðjx1 þ x2j jx1j2Þ þ Oðjx3j3Þ:
Since jx1 þ x2j ¼ Oðjx3jÞ and jx3jpjx2jBjx1j; the claim follows. &
From Lemma 4.1 and symmetry of the x1;y; xk variables, it thus sufﬁces to show
the estimates
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jxkþ1j
1
2
/xkþ1S
1
sQk
i¼1/xiS
sl
1
2
i




½kþ1;ZR
t1 ð4:5Þ
and (when kX3)
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jx3jj
1
2
/xkþ1S
1
sQk
i¼1/xiS
sl
1
2
i




½kþ1;ZR
t1 ð4:6Þ
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where we adopt the notation
li :¼ /ti 
 x3iS:
In the next section we prove these estimates in the non-endpoint case s41
2
: Then in
the following two sections we resolve the more difﬁcult endpoint case s ¼ 1
2
:
5. The non-endpoint case
We now prove (4.5), (4.6) in the non-endpoint case s41
2
:
First consider (4.5). By symmetry and the Comparison Principle [30, Lemma 3.1]
we may assume that jx1jX?Xjxkj: In particular we have jxkþ1jtjx1j; so that we
have the pointwise inequality
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jxkþ1j
1
2
/x1S
s/x2S
s/xkþ1S
1
st
1
/x2S
s
12
:
To show (4.5) it thus sufﬁces to show that
1
/x2S
s
12ðQki¼3 /xiSsÞQki¼1 l12i




½kþ1;ZR
t1
which by duality becomes
jju1yukjjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12jju2jjs
12;12
Yk
i¼3
jjuijjs;12:
However, by Ho¨lder we may take u1 in L
4
x;t; u2 in L
6
x;t; and the other ui in L
12ðk
2Þ
x;t :
The claim then follows from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.5).
Now consider (4.6). By duality as before it thus sufﬁces to show that
jju1yukjjL2t Hs
1x tjju1jjs
12;12jju2jjs
12;12jju3jjs
12;12
Yk
i¼4
jjuijjs;12:
We may of course estimate the L2t H
s
1
x norm by the L
2
x;t norm. When kX4 we use
Ho¨lder to take u1; u2; u3 in L
6þ
x;t and the other ui in L
N

x;t ; then use (3.7) and (3.5).
When k ¼ 3 we just take u1; u2; u3 in L6x;t and use (3.7). This completes the proof of
Theorem 3 in the non-endpoint case.
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6. Some elementary number theory
In the non-endpoint arguments in the preceding section we used the L6 Strichartz
estimate (3.7) from [5]. Let us quickly review the method of proof for this estimate. It
sufﬁces to show that
jju1u2u3jjL2x;ttjju1jj0þ;12þjju2jj0þ;12þjju3jj0þ;12þ: ð6:1Þ
By standard Cauchy–Schwarz arguments (see [5], or apply [30, Proposition 5.1,
Lemma 3.9]) this result would obtain if we knew that the number of integer solutions
of size OðNÞ to the equations
x ¼ x1 þ x2 þ x3; t ¼ x31 þ x32 þ x33
was bounded by OðN0þÞ uniformly for non-zero ðx; tÞ and NX1: But this follows
from the identity (cf. [5])
t
 x3 ¼ 3ðx1 þ x2Þðx2 þ x3Þðx3 þ x1Þ;
and the well-known observation (see e.g. [1])
Every non-zero integer l has at most Oðjlj0þÞ factors ð6:2Þ
from elementary number theory. (The case t
 x3 ¼ 0 needs to be dealt with
separately).
It would be very convenient if one could replace 0þ by 0 in the above arguments;
indeed, the endpoint estimate would then follow by a variant of the preceding
arguments. Even with the epsilon loss in exponents, (3.7) is still strong enough to
treat a large portion of (4.5) and (4.6) in the endpoint case.
We do not know how to prove the endpoint of (3.7) directly (see [5] for some
further discussion of this issue and of a related L8x;t conjecture). However, we will be
able to remove the epsilon in (6.1) when u3 (for instance) has much smaller frequency
than the other two functions, and this is enough to treat the remaining cases for (4.5)
and (4.6).
To achieve this we shall rely on the following variant of (6.2).
Let x; l; N; L be integers such that 0oL; N5jxjtjlj: We consider the quantity
#fðl; nÞAZ2: jl 
 ljtL; jn 
 xjtN; njlg; ð6:3Þ
where we use the notation ajb to denote that a divides b: In other words, for all
l ¼ lþ OðLÞ; we count the divisors of l which lie in the interval xþ OðNÞ: From
(6.2) we may clearly bound (6.3) by jlj0þL: The purpose of the following lemma is to
remove the jlj0þ under some additional assumptions.
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Lemma 6.1 (Few divisors in small intervals). Let x; l; N; L be as above. Then
ð6:3ÞpN:
If we make the further assumptions
jljtjxj3; 0oN5jxj16
then we have the additional bound
ð6:3Þp3L:
The assumptions and bounds are far from best possible, but sufﬁce for our
purposes.
Proof. Since L5jxj; we have
#flAZ: jl 
 ljtL; njlgp1
for all jnjBjxj; and the ﬁrst bound follows.
Now we prove the second bound. It sufﬁces to show that
#fnAZ: jn 
 xjtN; njlgp3
for all jljBjxj3:
Fix l; and suppose for contradiction that there were four integers n1; n2; n3; n4 in
the above set. Then from elementary number theory we see that
Y
1pip4
ni l
Y
1piojp4
gcdðni; njÞ
 :
On the other hand, each ni has size Bjxj; and from the Euclidean algorithm we see
that gcdðni; njÞtN5jxj
1
6: Since l ¼ Oðjxj3Þ; we obtain the desired contradiction. &
From this lemma and the previous Cauchy–Schwarz argument we can obtain
various partial endpoint versions of (6.1). For instance, we can prove
jju1u2u3jjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12þjju2jj0;12þjju3jj0;12þ
when uj has Fourier support in the region Nj and N1bN2bN3; under the additional
assumption11 N35N
1
3
1: We sketch the argument as follows. We repeat the proof of
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(6.1) but observe that we may assume x ¼ OðN1Þ; x1 þ x2 ¼ 
x
 x3 ¼ 
xþ OðN3Þ;
and t
 x33 ¼ OðN31 Þ: If we discard the special case t
 x33 ¼ 0; we may invoke the
second part of Lemma 6.1 (with L ¼ 1) and conclude that for ﬁxed t; x; there are at
most 3 values of x1 þ x2: Fixing x1 þ x2 determines x3; and hence x31 þ x32; which
determines x1 and x2 up to permutations. So we have at most 6 integer solutions
ðx1; x2; x3Þ (rather than OðN0þ1 Þ), and the claim follows.
We will not use this partial endpoint result directly in the sequel, but arguments
with the above ﬂavor will be used to compensate for the 0þ loss in the L6 Strichartz
estimate at various junctures.
7. The proof of (4.5) in the endpoint case
We now prove (4.5) in the endpoint case s ¼ 1
2
:
By duality, it sufﬁces to show that
jju1yukjjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12jju2jj0;12
Yk
i¼3
jjuijj1
2;
1
2
:
We will actually prove the stronger estimate
jju1yukjjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12
djju2jj0;12
d
Yk
i¼3
jjuijj1
2
d;12
d ð7:1Þ
for some small 0od51; this improved estimate shall be useful for the large data
applications. We may assume that kX3 since the claim follows from (3.6) and
Ho¨lder otherwise.
By symmetry and interpolation,12 it sufﬁces to show
jju1yukjjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12
 1100jju2jj0;12
 1100jju3jj12
 1100;12
 1100
Yk
i¼4
jjuijj1
2þ;12þ:
The exponent 1100 has no special signiﬁcance, and could be replaced by any other
small constant.
By (3.4), we need only show the trilinear estimate
jju1u2u3jjL2x;ttjju1jj0;12
 1100jju2jj0;12
 1100jju3jj12
 1100;12
 1100:
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12Speciﬁcally, we permute u3;y; uk and perform multilinear complex interpolation to obtain the
‘‘centroid’’ of all the permuted estimates. The small losses of 0þ in some of the indices are more than
compensated for by the gains of 1
100
in other indices, and so in the ﬁnal estimate we will have some sort of
gain d40 throughout.
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By dyadic decomposition, it sufﬁces to show that
jju1u2u3jjL2x;ttN
1
2
 1100

3 jju1jj0;12
 1100jju2jj0;12
 1100jju3jj0;12
 1100
for all N3X1; where u3 is supported on /x3SBN3:
Fix N3: By duality we reduce to
wjx3jBN3
ðl1l2l3Þ
1
2
 1100




½4;ZR
tN
1
2
 1100

3 ;
where we have again adopted the notation
li :¼ /ti 
 x3iS:
By another dyadic decomposition it sufﬁces to show that
jjwjx3jBN3wl1BL1wl2BL2wl3BL3 jj½4;ZRtN
1
2
 1100

3 ðL1L2L3Þ
1
2
 1100
 ð7:2Þ
for all L1; L2; L3\1:
Fix L1; L2; L3: By the Conjugation Lemma ([30, Corollary 3.8], or the observation
that jjuvjj2 ¼ jju%vjj2) we may assume that x1; x2 have the same sign. By symmetry we
may thus take x1; x2 non-negative.
Let us ﬁrst deal with the case13 when x2tðN3L1L2L3Þ10: In this case we may
borrow some regularity from u3 to place on u2; and it sufﬁces by duality to show that
jju1u2u3jj2tjju1jj0;12
 2100jju2jj0þ;12
 2100jju3jj12
 2100;12
 2100:
But this follows by (for instance) taking u1 in L
4
x;t; u2 in L
5
x;t; and u3 in L
20
x;t; and using
(3.6), (3.8), (3.5). From this and symmetry we may restrict ourselves to the case
x1; x2bðN3L1L2L3Þ10:
By Cauchy–Schwarz [30, Lemma 3.9] it sufﬁces to show thatZ
wx1;x2bðN3L1L2L3Þ10wjx3jBN3wl1BL1wl2BL2wl3BL3 dx1 dx2 dt1 dt2
tN1

2
100

3 ðL1L2L3Þ1

2
100

for all x4; t4; where x3; t3 is given by x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ t1 þ t2 þ t3 þ t4 ¼ 0:
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integral so easily is because we are at the endpoint of a much easier non-endpoint result, and the non-
endpoint arguments contain some ‘‘slack’’ in the ‘‘b’’ index of the X s;b norm. In this case we can borrow
some of this slack to create a small amount of room in the ‘‘s’’ index, at which point we are no longer
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Fix x4; t4: Performing the t integrals,
14 we reduce to
LminLmed#fðx1; x2; x3ÞAZ3: x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; x1; x2bðN3L1L2L3Þ10; jx3jBN3;
jx31 þ x32 þ x33 þ t4jtLmaxgtN
1
 2100

3 ðL1L2L3Þ1

2
100

where LminpLmedpLmax are the minimum, median, and maximum of L1; L2; L3
respectively. It will sufﬁce to show that
#fðx1; x2; x3ÞAZ3: x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; x1; x2bðN3LmaxÞ10; jx3jBN3;
jx31 þ x32 þ x33 þ t4jtLmaxgtN
1
 2100

3 ðLmaxÞ1

6
100
:
Since x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; we have the identity
x31 þ x32 þ x33 þ x34 ¼ 3ðx1 þ x2Þðx2 þ x3Þðx3 þ x1Þ ð7:3Þ
and so we reduce to showing
#fðx1; x2; x3ÞAZ3: x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; x1; x2bðN3LmaxÞ10; jx3jBN3;
ðx1 þ x2Þðx2 þ x3Þðx3 þ x1ÞAIgtN1

2
100

3 L
1
 6100

max ; ð7:4Þ
where I is the set
I :¼ flAZ: jl þ ðt4 
 x34Þ=3jtLmaxg:
Since x1; x2 are positive and much larger than x3; we see that jx4j\jx1j; jx2j; and that
jðx1 þ x2Þðx2 þ x3Þðx3 þ x1Þjtjx1 þ x2j3tjx4j3:
We may therefore assume that jt4 
 x34jtjx4j3; since (7.4) vanishes otherwise.
From Lemma 6.1 thus we see that
#fðn; lÞ: jn þ x4jtN3; lAI ; njlgtminðN3; LmaxÞ:
From this and the previous discussion we see that there are at most
OðminðN3; LmaxÞÞ possible values of x1 þ x2 which can contribute to (7.4). But from
elementary algebra we see that each value of x1 þ x2 contributes at most Oð1Þ
elements to (7.4). The claim then follows.
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8. The proof of (4.6) in the endpoint case
It remains to prove (4.6), which we rewrite as
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;12jju2jj0;12jju3jj0;12jjukþ1jj12;0Yk
i¼4
jjuijj1
2;
1
2
:
We shall actually prove the stronger estimate
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;12
djju2jj0;12
djju3jj0;12
djjukþ1jj12
d;0Yk
i¼4
jjuijj1
2
d;12
d ð8:1Þ
for some 0od51: Again, this improved estimate shall be useful for large data
applications.
We shall prove (8.1) in the case kX4: The k ¼ 3 case is slightly simpler, and can be
obtained by a routine modiﬁcation of the following argument.
We ﬁrst observe that
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;12
16jju2jj0;12
16jju3jj0;12þjjukþ1jj12þ;0Yk
i¼4
jjuijj1
2þ;12þ:
Indeed, this follows by taking u1; u2 in L
4
x;t; u3 in L
N
t L
2
x; ukþ1 in L
2
t L
N
x ; and all other
ui in L
N
x;t; and then using (3.6), (3.3), (3.2), and (3.4).
By symmetry and interpolation15 it thus sufﬁces to show that
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 
tjju1jj0;12þjju2jj0;12þjju3jj0;12þjjukþ1jj12
 1100;0jju4jj12
 1100;12
 1100
Yk
i¼5
jjuijj1
2þ;12þ:
From the fractional Leibniz rule and Sobolev (or see e.g. [30, Corollary 3.16])
we have
Yk
i¼5
fi
 !
fkþ1




H
1
2

 1
100
tjjfkþ1jj
H
1
2

 1
100
Yk
i¼5
jjfijj
H
1
2
þ
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and so by (3.3) we have
Yk
i¼5
ui
 !
ukþ1




1
2
 1100;0
tjjukþ1jj1
2
 1100;0
Yk
i¼5
jjuijj1
2þ;12þ:
We thus reduce to the quintilinear estimateZ
u1u2u3u4u5 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;12þjju2jj0;12þjju3jj0;12þjju4jj12
 1100;12
 1100jju5jj12
 1100;0:
By dyadic decomposition it sufﬁces to show thatZ
u1u2u3u4u5 dx dt
 tðN4N5L4Þ12
 1100jju1jj0;12þjju2jj0;12þjju3jj0;12þjju4jj0;0jju5jj0;0
for all N4; L4; N5X1; where u4 and u5 have Fourier support in the regions
/x4SBN4; l4BL4 and /x5SBN5; respectively.
Let us ﬁrst consider the contribution where u3 is supported in the region
/x3StðN4N5L4Þ10: In this case it sufﬁces to show thatZ
u1u2u3u4u5 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;12þjju2jj0;12þjju3jj0þ;12þjju4jj12
 2100;12
 2100jju5jj12
 2100;0;
since we can borrow some powers of N4N5L4 to yield a little regularity on u3: But
this estimate can be achieved by taking (for instance) u1 in L
4
t;x; u2 in L
N
t L
2
x; u3 in
L6t;x; u4 in L
12
t L
24
x ; and u5 in L
2
t L
24
x ; and applying (3.6), (3.3), (3.7), (3.5), (3.2).
Thus we may assume that u3 is supported in the region /x3SbðN4N5L4Þ10; and
similarly for u1; u2:
By averaging arguments [30, Proposition 5.1] we may thus assume that u1; u2; u3
have Fourier support on the region
O :¼ fðx; tÞAZ R: jxjbðN4N5L4Þ10; t ¼ x3 þ Oð1Þg:
We may thus rewrite our desired estimate as
jjwOðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2ÞwOðx3; t3Þwjx4jtN4wjx5jtN5wl4tL4 jj½5;ZRtðN4N5L4Þ
1
2
 1100:
This quintilinear estimate is too complex to handle directly. The strategy will be
to reduce this estimate to a quartilinear estimate, and (in some cases) further to a
trilinear estimate.
By symmetry we may assume that jx1jpjx2jpjx3j; since jx4j þ
jx5jtðN4N5L4Þ105jx1j; jx2j; jx3j; we thus see that jx2jBjx1 þ x2j: Thus we may
freely insert a factor of
wSðx1 þ x2; t1 þ t2Þ
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in the previous expression, where
S :¼fðx; tÞ: ðx; tÞ ¼ ðx1 þ x2; t1 þ t2Þ
for some ðx1; t1Þ; ðx2; t2ÞAO such that jx2jBjx1 þ x2jg:
We expand this out asZ

wOðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2ÞwSðx1 þ x2; t1 þ t2ÞwOðx3; t3Þwjx4jtN4wjx5jtN5wl4tL4Y5
j¼1
uˆ jðxj ; tjÞtðN4N5L4Þ
1
2
 1100
Y5
j¼1
jjujjjL2x;t ;
where
R
 denotes integration over the region x1 þ?þ x5 ¼ t1 þ?þ t5 ¼ 0:
We can write the left-hand side as16Z

wSðx12; t12ÞwOðx3; t3Þwjx4jtN4wjx5jtN5wl4tL4 Fˆ ðx12; t12Þ
Y
j¼3;4;5
uˆ jðxj; tjÞ; ð8:2Þ
where
R
 integrates over the variables x12; x3; x4; x5; t12; t3; t4; t5 such that
x12 þ x3 þ x4 þ x5 ¼ t12 þ t3 þ t4 þ t5 ¼ 0;
and
Fˆ ðx12; t12Þ :¼
Z
x1þx2¼x12
Z
t1þt2¼t12
wOðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2Þuˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ:
Observe that
F ¼ ðPOu1ÞðPOu2Þ;
where PO is the space Fourier projection corresponding to the set O: From Ho¨lder
and (3.6) we thus have
jjF jjL2x;tpjjPOu1jjL4x;t jjPOu2jjL4x;ttjjPOu1jj0;13jjPOu2jj0;13tjju1jjL2x;t jju2jjL2x;t :
It thus sufﬁces to show that the quantity (8.2) is bounded by
tðN4N5L4Þ
1
2
 1100jjF jjL2x;t
Y
j¼3;4;5
jjujjjL2x;t :
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If we relabel x1; x23; x4; x5 as x10; x20; x30; x40 and similarly for the t; we thus see that
it sufﬁces to show that
jjwSðx10; t10ÞwOðx20; t20Þwjx3 0 jtN3 0wjx4 0jtN4 0wl3 0tL3 0 jj½4;ZRtðN30N40L30Þ
1
2
 1100;
where we have renamed N4; N5; L4 as N3
0; N40; L30 to reduce confusion, and l30 is
short-hand for /x30 
 ðt30Þ3S: (Of course we will deﬁne the ½4;Z R norm here to
use the primed variables xj 0; tj 0 instead of the unprimed variables.)
Since jx30 þ x40jtN30 þ N40; we see that the variables x10; x20 are constrained by
the relationship x10 ¼ 
x20 þ OðN30 þ N40Þ: By Schur’s test [30, Lemma 3.11] it thus
sufﬁces to show that
jjwSðx10; t10ÞwOðx20; t20Þwx1 0¼
AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwx2¼AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þ
wjx3 0 jtN3 0wjx4 0 jtN4 0wl3 0tL3 0 jj½4;ZRtðN30N40L30Þ
1
2
 1100 ð8:3Þ
for all AAZ:
Fix A: We may assume that jAjbðN30N40L30Þ10 since the above expression vanishes
otherwise.
We split into two cases: L3
0pðN30 þ N40Þ3 and L30XðN30 þ N40Þ3:
Case 1: L3
0pðN30 þ N40Þ3 (L30 not dominant). We shall drop the primes from the
variables xj 0; tj 0: By Cauchy–Schwarz [30, Lemma 3.9 or Lemma 3.14] we have
jjwjx2jtN3 0wjx3jtN4 0wl2tL3 0 jj½3;ZRtminðN30; N40Þ
1
2ðL30Þ
1
2
so by the Composition (Lemma [30, Lemma 3.7]; alternatively one can introduce an
‘‘F ’’ as in the previous arguments) it sufﬁces to show that
jjwSðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2Þwx1¼
AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwx2¼AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þjj½3;ZRt1
since by hypothesis we have
minðN30; N40Þ
1
2ðL30Þ
1
2tðN30N40L30Þ
1
2
 1100:
By Cauchy–Schwarz [30, Lemma 3.9] it sufﬁces to show thatZ
wSðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2Þwx1¼
AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwx2¼AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þ dx1 dt1t1
for all ðx3; t3ÞAZ R; where x2; t2 are given by the formulae x1 þ x2 þ x3 ¼
t1 þ t2 þ t3 ¼ 0:
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Fix x3; t3: We may assume that jx3jtN30 þ N40 since the integral vanishes
otherwise. Performing the t integral and expanding out S; we reduce to showing that
#fðx10; x001 ; x2ÞAZ3 :x10 þ x001 þ x2 þ x3 ¼ 0; jx10jBA; jx001 jbðN30 þ N40Þ10;
x1
0 þ x001 ¼ 
A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ; x2 :¼ A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ;
x1
03 þ x0031 þ x32 þ t3 ¼ Oð1Þgt1:
By (7.3) we may rewrite this as
#fðx10; x001 ; x2ÞAZ3 :x10 þ x001 þ x2 þ x3 ¼ 0; jx10jBA; jx001 jbðN30 þ N40Þ10;
x1
0 þ x001 ¼ 
A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ; x2 :¼ A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ;
ðx10 þ x001Þðx10 þ x2Þðx001 þ x2ÞAIgt1; ð8:4Þ
where
I :¼ flAZ: jl þ ðt3 
 x33Þ=3jt1g:
We may assume that t3 
 x33 ¼ OðjAj3Þ; since the left-hand side of (8.4) vanishes
otherwise. Then from Lemma 6.1 we see that there are at most Oð1Þ possible
values of x10 þ x001 which can contribute to (8.4). Once x10 þ x001 is ﬁxed, we see
from elementary algebra that there are at most Oð1Þ triples in (7.4) (since I
has cardinality Oð1Þ), and the claim follows. This concludes the treatment of
Case 1.
Case 2: L3
0XðN30 þ N40Þ3 (L30 dominant). We drop the primes from the variables
xj 0; tj 0: In this case the variable t3 is constrained to be OðL30Þ; and so it sufﬁces to
show that
jjwSðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2Þwx1¼
AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwx2¼AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwjt3jtL3 0 jj½4;ZRtðN30 þ N40Þ
1
2;
as the right-hand side is clearly less than ðN30N40L30Þ
1
2
 1100:
By Cauchy–Schwarz [30, Lemma 3.9] it sufﬁces to show that
Z
wSðx1; t1ÞwOðx2; t2Þwx1¼
AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwx2¼AþOðN3 0þN4 0Þwjt3jtL3 0 dx1 dt1 dx2 dt2
tðN30 þ N40Þ
for all ðx4; t4ÞAZ R; where x3; t3 are given by the formulae x1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼
t1 þ t2 þ t3 þ t4 ¼ 0:
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Fix x4; t4: Performing the t integrals and expanding out S; we reduce to showing
that
#fðx10; x001 ; x2; x3ÞAZ4:x10 þ x001 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; x10 þ x001 ¼ 
A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ;
x2 :¼ A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ; x031 þ x0013þ x32 þ t4 ¼ OðL30ÞgtN30 þ N40:
Note that x3 þ x4 ¼ OðN30 þ N40Þ: From this and (7.3) we see that it sufﬁces to show
that
#fðx10; x001 ; x2; x3ÞAZ4 :x10 þ x001 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4 ¼ 0; x10 þ x001 ¼ 
A þ OðN30 þ N40Þ;
ðx10 þ x001Þðx001 þ x2Þðx2 þ x10ÞAIgtN30 þ N40; ð8:5Þ
where
I :¼ flAZ: jl þ t4=3jtL30g:
From Lemma 6.1 we see that there are OðN30 þ N40Þ possible values of x10 þ x001 ; the
claim follows.
This completes the treatment of Case 2, and hence (4.6). The proof of Theorem 3 is
now complete.
9. Proof of Proposition 1
We now prove Proposition 1. From Theorem 3, it sufﬁces to show the bilinear
estimate
jjPðPðuÞ@xvÞjjZstjjujjs
1;12jjvjjs;12:
Since @xv ¼ Pð@xvÞ and jj@xvjjs
1;12tjjvjjs;12; it sufﬁces to prove the more symmetric
estimate
jjPðPðu1ÞPðu2ÞÞjjZstjju1jjs
1;12jju2jjs
1;12:
The estimate
jjPðPðu1ÞPðu2ÞÞjjs;
12BjjðPðu1ÞPðu2ÞÞxjjs
1;
12tjju1jjs
1;12jju2jjs
1;12 ð9:1Þ
is proven in [23] (see also [30, Corollary 6.5]). Thus by (1.3) it remains only to show
/xSswxa0 dPðu1ÞPðu2Þðx; tÞ
/t
 x3S




L2xL
1
t
tjju1jjs
1;12jju2jjs
1;12:
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We shall actually prove the stronger estimate
/xSswxa0 dPðu1ÞPðu2Þðx; tÞ
/t
 x3S1
d




L2xL
1
t
tjju1jjs
1;12jju2jjs
1;12 ð9:2Þ
for some small 0od51:
The difﬁculty here is that Z
dt
/t
 x3S1
2d
is divergent for each x; since otherwise we could use Cauchy–Schwarz in t to reduce
this to (9.1). Our strategy shall then be to somehow mollify the weight 1
/t
x3S1
d so
that the above integral is no longer divergent.
We may assume that the space–time Fourier transforms of u1 and u2 are non-
negative. We expand out the left-hand side as
X
x1
Z
t1
/xSswx1x2xa0uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ
/t
 x3S1
d dt1




L2xL
1
t
where x1 þ x2 ¼ x and t1 þ t2 ¼ t:
From the estimate
/xSs
/x1S
s
1/x2S
s
1tjx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jxj12
when x1x2xa0 and x ¼ x1 þ x2; we reduce to
X
x1
Z
t1
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jx3j
1
2uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ
/t
 x3S1
d/t1 
 x31S
1
2/t2 
 x32S
1
2
dt1




L2xL
1
t
tjju1jj0;0jju2jj0;0: ð9:3Þ
From the identity
ðt
 x3Þ ¼ ðt1 
 x31Þ þ ðt2 
 x32Þ 
 3x1x2x
we see that at least one of the quantities
/t
 x3S;/t1 
 x31S;/t2 
 x32S
must exceed \jx1j jx2j jxj: Suppose that we had
/t1 
 x31S\jx1j jx2j jxj:
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Then we can reduce (9.3) to
/t
 x3S
1þd
X
x1
Z
t1
uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ dt1




L2xL
1
t
tjju1jj0;0jju2jj0;12:
If d is sufﬁciently small, the weight /t
 x3S
4=3þ2d is integrable in t uniformly in x:
By Ho¨lder in t it thus sufﬁces to show
/t
 x3S
13
X
x1
Z
t1
uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ dt1




L2xL
2
t
tjju1jj0;0jju2jj0;12;
or equivalently that Z
u1u2u3 dx dt
 tjju1jj0;0jju2jj0;12jju3jj0;13: ð9:4Þ
But this follows from Ho¨lder and (3.6). From the above and symmetry, we may
reduce to the case where
/t
 x3S\jx1j jx2j jxj:
Suppose for the moment that we also had
/t1 
 x31S\ðjx1j jx2j jxjÞ
1
100:
Then we can reduce (9.3) to
/t
 x3S
12
 1600þd
X
x1
Z
t1
uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ dt1




L2xL
1
t
tjju1jj0;13jju2jj0;12:
If d is sufﬁciently small, /t
 x3S
1
 1300þ2d is integrable in t uniformly in x; and we
may use Ho¨lder in t and duality to reduce to (9.4) as before.
We may thus assume that
/ti 
 x3iS5ðjx1j jx2j jxjÞ
1
100
for i ¼ 1; 2:
In particular, we have that x1; x2; xa0 and
t
 x3 ¼ 
3x1x2xþ Oð/x1x2xSÞ
1
100
and hence that
/t
 x3SB/x1x2xS:
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Applying these estimates and changing the t1; t integrals to t1; t2 integrals, we may
therefore majorize the left-hand side of (9.3) by
X
x1
/x1x2xS
d
12
Z
t1¼x31þOð/x1x2xS
1
100Þ
Z
t2¼x32þOð/x1x2xS
1
100Þ
uˆ 1ðx1; t1Þuˆ 2ðx2; t2Þ dt1 dt2




L2x
:
Applying Cauchy–Schwarz in t1 and t2 separately, we may majorize this by
X
x1
/x1x2xS
dþ 1100
12F1ðx1ÞF2ðx2Þ




L2x
;
where
FiðxÞ :¼
Z
uˆ iðx; tÞ2 dt

 1
2
:
Since x1 þ x2 ¼ x; we have
/x1x2xS
dþ 1100
12t/xS
12

if d is sufﬁciently small. Thus by Ho¨lder we may majorize the previous by
X
x1
F1ðx1ÞF2ðx2Þ




LNx
:
But by Cauchy–Schwarz this is bounded by jjF1jj2jjF2jj2 ¼ jju1jj0;0jju2jj0;0 as desired.
10. Local well-posedness for small data
We can now prove Theorem 1. Let sX1
2
; and let u0 be initial data with small H
s
norm. Write (1.1) as
ut þ 1
4p2
uxxx þ F 0ðuÞux ¼ 0; uðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ;
where F 0 is the derivative of the polynomial F :
We now follow the standard reductions of [29]. We apply the gauge transformation
vðx; tÞ :¼ u x 

Z t
0
Z
T
F 0ðuÞðx0; t0Þ dx0 dt0

 
; t

 
: ð10:1Þ
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This transformation is invertible:
uðx; tÞ :¼ v x þ
Z t
0
Z
T
F 0ðvÞðx0; t0Þ dx0 dt0

 
; t

 
:
Also, it preserves the initial data u0; and is a homeomorphism on H
sðTÞ for each
time t: (Note from Sobolev embedding and the hypothesis sX1
2
that FðuÞ is locally
integrable whenever uAHsðTÞ:)
It is easy to check that u solves (1.1) if and only if v solves the equation
vt þ 1
4p2
vxxx þ PðF 0ðvÞÞvx ¼ 0; vðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ: ð10:2Þ
Since F 0ðvÞvx ¼ FðvÞx and vx both have mean zero, PðF 0ðvÞÞvx must also have mean
zero. Thus we may rewrite the above Cauchy problem as
vt þ 1
4p2
vxxx þ PðPðF 0ðvÞÞvxÞ ¼ 0; vðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ;
or in integral form as
vðtÞ ¼ SðtÞu0 

Z t
0
Sðt 
 t0ÞPðPðF 0ðvÞÞvxÞðt0Þ dt0;
recall that
SðtÞ :¼ exp 
 1
4p2
t@xxx

 
is the fundamental solution of the Airy equation. If we are only interested in solving
this equation up to time 1, we may (following [5]) replace this equation17 with
vðtÞ ¼ ZðtÞ SðtÞu0 

Z t
0
Sðt 
 t0ÞPðPðF 0ðvÞÞvxÞðt0Þ dt0

 
;
where Z is the bump function from Section 3.
We shall apply the contraction mapping principle to the map
v/ZðtÞ SðtÞu0 

Z t
0
Sðt 
 t0ÞPðPðF 0ðvÞÞvxÞðt0Þ dt0

 
: ð10:3Þ
From several applications of Proposition 1 we have
jjPðPðF 0ðvÞÞvxÞ 
 PðPðF 0ðwÞÞwxÞjjZs5jjv 
 wjjY s
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if jjvjjY s ; jjwjjY s are sufﬁciently small. Also, it is easily veriﬁed that
jjZðtÞF jjZstjjF jjZs
for all F : From these estimates and (3.10), Lemma 3.1 we see that (10.3) is a
contraction on a small ball of Y s if jju0jjHs is sufﬁciently small. This will give local
existence, continuity, and uniqueness in the space Y s; which embeds into
Cð½0; 1;HsÞ by (3.9). The proof of Theorem 3 is now complete.
Remark 10.1. Note that the factors used to construct the iterates uð0Þ; uð1Þ in Section
2 to show analytic ill-posedness for (an example of) (1.1) all have mean zero.
Therefore, the analysis in Section 2 also applies to (10.2) showing that it too is
analytically ill-posed for so1
2
:
Remark 10.2. Note that this argument can be modiﬁed to deal with the large data
case. The point is that in many of the above estimates, at least one of the X s;
1
2 norms
can be replaced with a X s;
1
2
d norm (the exact choice of factor may depend on what
case one is in). If one localizes to a small time T ; one can estimate the X s;
1
2
d norm by
the X s;
1
2 norm and gain a small power of T : This allows one to obtain the desired
contraction if T is sufﬁciently small depending on the Hs norm of the initial data.
This approach to proving the contraction estimate was ﬁrst introduced by Bourgain
in [5]. See also [28], or Eq. (3.9) in [15]. However, we shall not pursue these
arguments, and rely instead on the rescaling arguments of the following sections
(which automatically give the correct power dependence of T on jju0jjHs ; this seems
quite difﬁcult to do using the X s;
1
2
d norms if one refuses to rescale).
11. Large periods
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2. The ﬁrst step is to use rescaling arguments
to generalize the previous estimates to the large period case. In order to do this we
shall need to set up some conventions for Fourier transforms, X s;b spaces, etc. in the
large period case. (These conventions are also used in [13].)
Fix lb1:
In the sequel ðdxÞl will be normalized counting measure on Z=l:Z
aðxÞðdxÞl :¼
1
l
X
xAZ=l
aðxÞ:
Thus ðdxÞl is the counting measure on the integers when l ¼ 1; and converges
weakly to Lebesgue measure when l-N:
In the remainder of this section, all Lebesgue norms in x will be with respect to the
measure ðdxÞl; while all Lebesgue norms in x will be on the large torus R=lZ:
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Let uðx; tÞ be a function of R=lZ R: We deﬁne the space–time Fourier transform
uˆ to be the function
uˆ ðx; tÞ :¼
Z
R=lZ
e
2piðxxþttÞf ðxÞ dx
deﬁned for all xAZ=l: The inverse Fourier transform is given by
uðx; tÞ ¼
Z
uˆ ðx; tÞe2piðxxþttÞðdxÞl dt:
We deﬁne the spatial Fourier transform fˆ ðxÞ similarly.
We deﬁne the Sobolev spaces Hsl on ½0; l by
jjf jjHsl :¼ jjfˆ ðxÞ/xS
sjjL2x
and the spaces X s;bl on ½0; l  R by
jjujj
X
s;b
l
:¼ jjuˆ ðx; tÞ/xSs/t
 x3SbjjL2t;x :
We also deﬁne the spaces Y sl ; Z
s
l as
jjujjY sl :¼ jjujjX s;12l
þ jj/xSsluˆ jjL2xL1t ;
jjujjZsl :¼ jjujjX s;
12l
þ /xS
s
luˆ
/t
 x3S
  
L2xL
1
t
:
Remark 11.1. Our strategy for the large data theory will be to rescale large Hs data
in the period 1 case to small Hsl data in the period l case, for some large l depending
on the norm of the original data. This procedure works well when k ¼ 3; but runs
into a difﬁculty when kX4 since the L2 component of the Hsl norm is critical or
supercritical. This difﬁculty can probably be avoided by modifying the Fourier
weight of the Hsl; X
s;b
l ; Y
s
l ; Z
s
l spaces at low frequencies, but we shall not discuss
these matters here, and focus instead on the k ¼ 3 case. A related problem has been
addressed [11] in the context of cubic NLS on R3 where the L2 norm is supercritical.
Not all of the embeddings in (3) still hold. However, we have the analogue
jjujjL4x;ttjjujjX 0;13l
ð11:1Þ
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of (3.6), which just follows from rescaling18 (3.6). Also, we have
jjujjLNx;ttjjujjX 12þ;12þl
ð11:2Þ
jjujjL2t LNx tjjujjX 12þ;0l
ð11:3Þ
jjujjLNt L2xtjjujjX 0;12þl
; ð11:4Þ
These estimates are proved in exactly the same way as their l ¼ 1 counterparts.
We now develop analogues of the preceding results for large l: We begin with the
analogue of Theorem 3.
Proposition 2. For all 1
2
psp1 and kX3; we have
jju1yukjj
X
s
1;1
2
l
tl0þ
Yk
i¼1
jjuijjY sl :
Proof. We repeat the reductions in Section 4. We ﬁrst consider the contribution of
the case (4.2). In this case it sufﬁces to show
jju1yukjjX s
1;0l tjju1jjX s;0l
Yk
i¼2
jju2jj
X
s;1
2
l
:
On the other hand, from the Sobolev embeddings HslDL
2k; L2DHs
1l and Ho¨lder
we have the spatial estimate
jjf1f2f3jjHs
1l t
Yk
i¼1
jjfijjHsl ;
and the claim follows by setting fi ¼ uiðtÞ and then taking L2 norms in time.
By symmetry it remains only to consider case (4.3). By the arguments of Section 4
we thus reduce to
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jxkþ1j
1
2
ðQki¼1/xiSs/ti 
 x3iS12Þ/xkþ1S1
s




½4;Z=lR
tl0þ ð11:5Þ
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3; then both sides have the units of length and thus scale properly (the fact that we
have the weight /t
 x3S instead of jt
 x3j affects this slightly, but the effect is favorable).
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and
jx1j
1
2jx2j
1
2jx3j
1
2
ðQki¼1/xiSs/ti 
 x3iS12Þ/xkþ1S1
s




½4;Z=lR
tl0þ: ð11:6Þ
We may assume that jx1jX?Xjxkj for these estimates. This implies that
jx4jtjx1j: In particular, the s412 form of these estimates will then follow from the
s ¼ 1
2
case and the Comparison Principle [30, Lemma 3.1]. We shall thus assume s ¼ 1
2
in the sequel.
Consider (11.5). As in Section 7, it sufﬁces to show
jju1yukjjL2x;ttl
0þjju1jj
X
0;1
2
l
jju2jj
X
0;1
2
l
Yk
i¼3
jjuijj
X
1
2
;1
2
l
: ð11:7Þ
By rescaling (7.1) and conceding several powers of l we obtain
jju1yukjjL2x;ttl
C jju1jj
X
0;1
2

d
l
jju2jj
X
0;1
2

d
l
Yk
i¼3
jjuijj
X
1
2

d;1
2

d
l
for some large constant C: On the other hand, from (11.1), (11.2) we have
jju1yukjjL2x;ttjju1jjX 0;13l
jju2jj
X
0;1
3
l
Yk
i¼3
jjuijj
X
1
2
þ;1
2
þ
l
:
If one interpolates this estimate a little bit with the previous one, one obtains
(11.7) as desired (in fact we even get a gain in some of the indices).
Now consider (11.6). As in Section 8, it sufﬁces to show
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 tl0þjju1jj
X
0;1
2
l
jju2jj
X
0;1
2
l
jju3jj
X
0;1
2
l
Yk
i¼4
jjuijj
X
1
2
;1
2
l
 !
jjukþ1jj
X
1
2
;0
l
:
Arguing as with (11.5), using (8.1) instead of (7.1), we reduce to showing that
Z
u1yukþ1 dx dt
 tjju1jj
X
0;1
2
þ
l
jju2jj
X
0;1
2
þ
l
jju3jj
X
0;1
2
þ
l
Yk
i¼4
jjuijj
X
1
2
þ;1
2
þ
l
 !
jjukþ1jj
X
1
2
þ;0
l
:
But this follows from two applications of (11.1), one application each of (11.4) and
(11.3), and k 
 3 applications of (11.2). &
In [13] the following large-period analogue of (9.1) was proven:
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Proposition 3 (Colliander et al. [13, Eq. (7.34)]). We haveZ
Pðu1ÞPðu2ÞPðu3Þ dx dt
 tl0þjju1jj
12;12jju2jj
12;12jju3jj
12;12:
Combining this estimate with Proposition 2 we obtain
Corollary 1. We have the quintilinear estimateZ
Pðu1u2u3ÞPðu4ÞPðu5Þ dx dt
 tl0þjju1jj
Y
1
2
l
jju2jj
Y
1
2
l
jju3jj
Y
1
2
l
jju4jj
Y

1
2
l
jju5jj
Y

1
2
l
:
This estimate is required in [13] to prove global well-posedness of the KdV and
modiﬁed KdV equation for sX
 1
2
and sX1
2
respectively.
From Propositions 2 and 3 we may also deduce a k ¼ 3 rescaled version of
Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. We have
jjPðPðu1u2u3Þ@xu4ÞjjZsltl
0þjju1jjY sl jju2jjY sl jju3jjY sl jju4jjY sl ; ð11:8Þ
for all 1
2
psp1:
Proof. By Proposition 2 and the observation that @xu4 ¼ Pð@xu4Þ obeys the estimate
jj@xu4jjY s
1l tjju4jjY sl
it sufﬁces to show that
jjPðPðuÞPðvÞÞjjZsltl
0þjjujj
X
s
1;1
2
l
jjvjjY s
1l :
The X
s;
12
l portion of Z
s
l is acceptable by Proposition 3 and duality. It thus sufﬁces
to show that
/xSswxa0
dPðuÞPðvÞðx; tÞ
/x
 t3S




L2xL
1
t
tl0þjjujj
X
s
1;1
2
l
jjvjjY s
1l : ð11:9Þ
By rescaling (9.2) we see that
/xSswxa0
dPðuÞPðvÞðx; tÞ
/x
 t3S1
d




L2xL
1
t
tlC jjujj
X
s
1;1
2
l
jjvjjY s
1l
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for some large constant C: It will thus sufﬁce to show that
jj/xSswxa0
dPðuÞPðvÞðx; tÞ
/x
 t3S1þ jjL2xL1ttl
0þjjujj
X
s
1;1
2
l
jjvjjY s
1l ;
since (11.9) then follows by interpolating this estimate a little bit with the previous
one. But by Cauchy–Schwarz in t we may estimate the left-hand side of the above
estimate by
/xSswxa0
dPðuÞPðvÞðx; tÞ
/x
 t3S12




L2xL
2
t
;
and the claim follows as before from Proposition 3 and duality. &
12. An interpolation lemma
The purpose of this section is to prove a general interpolation result which
will be useful in low regularity global well-posedness theory. Roughly speaking,
this result asserts that if one can prove local well-posedness at two different levels
of regularity Hs1 and Hs2 with s14s2; then one can also prove local well-posedness
at a regularity which behaves like Hs1 for low frequencies and Hs2 for high
frequencies.
We need some notation. Let mðxÞ be a smooth non-negative symbol on R which
equals 1 for jxjp1 and equals jxj
1 for jxjX2:
For any NX1 and aAR; let IaN denote the spatial Fourier multiplier
cIaNf ðxÞ ¼ m xN

 a
fˆ ðxÞ:
The operator Ia1 is thus a standard smoothing operator of order a: The operators I
a
N
are similar operators, but are somewhat larger; for instance, IaN is the identity on low
frequencies jxjpN:
One can of course apply these operators to space–time functions uðx; tÞ by the
formula
dIaNuðx; tÞ ¼ m xN

 a
uˆ ðx; tÞ:
Deﬁnition 1. For every x; let Sx denote the shift operator Sxuðx0; tÞ :¼ uðx0 
 x; tÞ: A
Banach space X of space–time functions is said to be translation invariant if one has
jjSxujjX ¼ jjujjX
for all x and all uAX :
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A multilinear operator Tðu1;y; unÞ is said to be translation invariant if one has
SxTðu1;y; unÞ ¼ TðSxu1;y; SxunÞ
for all x:
Equivalently, an operator T is translation invariant if its kernel
Kðx; t; x1; t1;y; xn; tnÞ (in the sense of distributions) has the symmetry
Kðx; t; x1; t1;y; xn; tnÞ ¼ Kðx þ y; t; x1 þ y; t1;y; xn þ y; tnÞ:
From this one can easily see that if T is translation invariant and each ui has Fourier
support in the region fðxi; tiÞ: xiAOig for some sets Oi; then Tðu1;y; unÞ must have
Fourier support in the Minkowski sum fðx; tÞ: xAO1 þ?þ Ong of the above
regions.
If a Banach space X is translation invariant, then X is closed under convolutions
with L1 kernels. In particular, Littlewood–Paley projection operators are bounded
on X :
Lemma 12.1. Let a040 and nX1: Suppose that Z; X1;y; Xn are translation
invariant Banach spaces and T is a translation invariant n-linear operator such that has
the estimate
jjIa1Tðu1;y; unÞjjZt
Yn
i¼1
jjIa1uijjXi ð12:1Þ
for all u1;y; un and all 0papa0: Then one has the estimate
jjIaNTðu1;y; unÞjjZt
Yn
i¼1
jjIaNuijjXi ð12:2Þ
for all u1;y; un; all 0papa0; and NX1; with the implicit constant independent of N:
Note that (12.2) trivially follows from (12.1) when N ¼ 1 or N: We remark for
future applications that this lemma works in general spatial dimension, and in both
the periodic and non-periodic cases (with any period lX1).
Proof. Since Littlewood–Paley projection operators are bounded on the Xi; we may
split each ui into a piece supported on frequencies jxijtN and a piece supported on
frequencies jxijbN; and deal with each contribution separately.
First suppose that each ui has Fourier support on jxijtN: Since T is translation
invariant, Tðu1;y; unÞ also has Fourier support on a region jxjtN: On these
regions the operators I7aN are essentially Littlewood–Paley multipliers, and we
thus have
jjIaNTðu1;y; unÞjjZtjjTðu1;y; unÞjjZ
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and
jjuijjXitjjIaNuijjXi :
The claim then follows from the a ¼ 0 version of (12.1).
Now suppose that u1 (for instance) has Fourier support on jx1jbN: Then we have
jjIa1u1jjX1 ¼ N
ajjIaNu1jjX1 :
Also, since the operator Ia1 I

a
N has an integrable kernel, we have
jjIa1uijjXitjjIaNuijjXi
for 1oipn: By (12.1) we thus have
jjIa1Tðu1;y; unÞjjZtN
a
Yn
i¼1
jjIaNuijjXi :
Since N
aIaNI

a
1 has an integrable kernel, the claim then follows. &
From Corollary 2 and Lemma 12.1 (with a0 ¼ 12) we have in particular that
Corollary 3. We have
jjI1
sN PðPðu1u2u3Þ@xu4ÞjjZ1ltl
0þjjI1
sN u1jjY 1l jjI
1
s
N u2jjY 1l jjI
1
s
N u3jjY 1l jjI
1
s
N u4jjY 1l ;
for all 1
2
psp1:
13. Global well-posedness
We now give the proof of Theorem 2, following the general ‘‘I-method’’ scheme in
[11,13,14,20] (see also [19]).
Fix 1
2
ps: In light of the results of [29] we may assume that so1: Fix u0AHs; the
norm jju0jjHs may possibly be large. We shall need an absolute constant 0oe51 to
be chosen later. We shall also need parameters lb1; Nb1 depending on e and
jju0jjHs to be chosen later.
As in Section 10, it sufﬁces to ﬁnd an Hs solution vðx; tÞ to the problem
vt þ 1
4p2
vxxx þ PðPðv3ÞvxÞ ¼ 0; vðx; 0Þ ¼ u0ðxÞ:
The ﬁrst step is to rescale the problem. Consider the functions ul0; v
l on R=lZ R
deﬁned by
ul0ðxÞ :¼ l

2
3u0
x
l
 
; vlðx; tÞ :¼ l
23v x
l
;
t
l3

 
:
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We shall construct a solution to the Cauchy problem
vlt þ
1
4p2
vlxxx þ PðPððvlÞ3ÞvlxÞ ¼ 0; vlðx; 0Þ ¼ ul0ðxÞ ð13:1Þ
up to some time T40 to be determined later; this will yield a solution to the original
problem up to time T
l3
:
The L2 norm is sub-critical:
jjul0jj2 ¼ l

1
6jju0jj2:
Thus if l is sufﬁciently large depending on jju0jjHs and e we have
jjul0jj2pe: ð13:2Þ
For any function v on R=lZ; deﬁne the Hamiltonian HðvÞ by
HðvÞ :¼
Z
1
8p2
v2x 

1
20
v5 dx:
One can verify that HðvlðtÞÞ is a conserved quantity of Eq. (13.1).
Let I denote the operator
I :¼ I1
sN
using the notation of the previous section. We wish to arrange matters so that
HðIul0Þpe2: ð13:3Þ
First consider the kinetic energy:Z
1
8p2
ðIul0Þ2x
 tjj@xIul0jj22tðN1
sjj j@xjsul0jj2Þ2 ¼ ðN1
sl
16
sjj j@xjsu0jj2Þ2:
Thus if we choose
N :¼ C
1e 21
slð16þsÞ=ð1
sÞ ð13:4Þ
for a suitable constant C; then we see that the kinetic energy is 5e2: From this and
(13.2) we thus have
jjIul0jjH1p10e: ð13:5Þ
To deal with the potential energy, we observe the Gagliardo–Nirenberg inequalityZ
v5 dx
 t Z jvxj2 dx
 34jjvjj722: ð13:6Þ
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Applying this with v ¼ Iul0 we see from (13.2) that the potential energy is also 5e2:
This gives (13.3).
In the next section we shall prove
Lemma 13.1. Suppose that one has (13.5), (13.2), and
HðIul0Þp2e2: ð13:7Þ
Then (if e is sufficiently small) there exists a unique Y sl solution v
l of (13.1) up to time 1
such that one has the estimates
jHðIvlð1ÞÞ 
 HðIvlð0ÞÞjtl0þN
12: ð13:8Þ
Furthermore, one has
jjvlð1Þjj2pe ð13:9Þ
and (if l is sufficiently large depending on e)
jjIvlð1ÞjjH1p10e: ð13:10Þ
This would already give the local well-posedness result for large Hs data. To
obtain the global well-posedness result, we iterate the lemma (using time translation
invariance) and observe from (13.3) that one can construct an Hs solution vl for
times Be2l0
N
1
2: Undoing the scaling, we see that we have constructed a solution
for time
Be2l0
N
1
2l
3\eCl
1
6
þs
2ð1
sÞ
3

by (13.4). If 5
6
oso1; then the power of l here is positive, and global well-posedness
follows19 by letting l-N:
It remains only to show Lemma 13.1.
14. Proof of Lemma 13.1
Let ul0 obey (13.5), (13.2), (13.7). To construct the solution v
l we repeat
the arguments in Section 10, except we replace the space Y s by the space I
1Y 1l
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kux; then the critical regularity 1=6 (which appears for instance in (13.4))
changes to 1
2

 1
k
: However, the power N

1
2 in (13.8) should probably remain unchanged since the exponents
in Theorem 3 do not depend on k: If we then repeat the above calculation we are led to the heuristic
constraint s413
14

 2
7k
for gKdV from this method, although the fact that the L2 norm is not sub-critical for
kX4 causes technical difﬁculties in making this heuristic rigorous.
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deﬁned by
jjvjjI
1Y 1l :¼ jjIvjjY 1l :
The space I
1Y 1l is equivalent to Y
s
l ; but the constants of equivalence depend on N:
As before, it sufﬁces to show that the map
vl/ZðtÞ SlðtÞul0 

Z t
0
Slðt 
 t0ÞPðPððvlÞ3ÞvlxÞðt0Þ dt0

 
ð14:1Þ
is a contraction on the ball
fvl: jjIvljjY 1lteg:
of I
1Y 1l ; where
SlðtÞ :¼ exp 1
4p2
t@xxx

 
is the free evolution operator on R=lZ: Note that I commutes with the SlðtÞ as well
as the cutoff ZðtÞ:
By repeating the proof of (3.10) we have
jjZðtÞSlðtÞul0jjI
1Y 1l ¼ jjZðtÞS
lðtÞIul0jjY 1ltjjIu
l
0jjH1te:
Also, by repeating the proof of Lemma 3.1 we have
ZðtÞ
Z t
0
Slðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0
  
Y 1l
tjjF jjZ1l ;
applying I ; we obtain
ZðtÞ
Z t
0
Slðt 
 t0ÞFðt0Þ dt0
  
I
1Y 1l
tjjIF jjZ1l :
The contraction then obtains from Corollary 3.
We have thus constructed a function vl on T R which satisﬁes the estimate
jjIvljjY 1lte ð14:2Þ
and which solves (13.1) up to time 1.
Now we show (13.8). A computation yields the identity
@tHðvðtÞÞ ¼ 

Z
vt
1
4p2
vxx þ 1
4
v4

 
dx
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for arbitrary functions vðx; tÞ: SinceZ
1
4p2
vxxx þ v3vx

 
1
4p2
vxx þ 1
4
v4

 
dx ¼
Z
1
2
@x
1
4p2
vxx þ 1
4
v4

 2
dx ¼ 0
and Z
vx
1
4p2
vxx þ 1
4
v4

 
dx ¼ 0
and PðPðv3ÞvxÞ ¼ Pðv3Þvx; we see that
@tHðvðtÞÞ ¼ 

Z
vt þ 1
4p2
vxxx þ PðPðv3ÞvxÞ

 
1
4p2
vxx þ 1
4
v4

 
dx:
Now applying this with v :¼ Ivl: From (13.1), and the fact that I commutes with
derivatives and P; we have
ðIvlÞt þ
1
4p2
ðIvlÞxxx þ PIðPððvlÞ3ÞvlxÞÞ ¼ 0:
Inserting this into the previous, we can express @tHðIvlðtÞÞ as a commutator:
@tHðIvlðtÞÞ ¼
Z
PðIðPðvlvlvlÞvlxÞ 
 PðIvlIvlIvlÞIvlxÞF dx;
where
F :¼ 1
4p2
Ivlxx þ
1
4
ðIvlÞ4:
From the fundamental theorem of Calculus, it thus sufﬁces to show thatZ Z
w½0;1ðtÞP IðPðvlvlvlÞvlxÞ 
 PðIvlIvlIvlÞIvlx
 
F dx dt
 tl0þN
12þ:
By Lemma 3.2 it sufﬁces to show the estimates
jjF jjY
1l tl
0þ ð14:3Þ
and
jjPðIðPðvlvlvlÞvlxÞ 
 PðIvlIvlIvlÞIvlxÞjjZ1ltl
0þN

1
2: ð14:4Þ
We ﬁrst show (14.3). The contribution of the main term Ivlxx is acceptable from
(14.2). To control the lower order term ðIvlÞ4 it sufﬁces by (14.2) to show that
jjv4jjY
1l tl
0þjjvjj4Y 1l
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for all functions v: This estimate will be obtained with plenty of room to spare, given
that we are 7
6
derivatives above scaling.
From Proposition 2 with k ¼ 4 we have
jjv4jj
X

1
2
;1
2
l
tl0þjjvjj4Y 1l ;
so it sufﬁces by (1.2) (and discarding a derivative) to show that
jjbv4ðx; tÞjjL2xL1ttjj/xSvˆ jj4L2xL1t ;
which is of course equivalent to
jjðvˆ  vˆ  vˆ  vˆ Þðx; tÞjjL2xL1ttjj/xSvˆ jj
4
L2xL
1
t
:
Since convolutions of L1t functions stay in L
1
t ; it sufﬁces to show the spatial estimate
jjðF1  F2  F3  F4ÞðxÞjjL2xt
Y4
i¼1
jj/xSFijjL2x ;
which by Plancherel is equivalent to
jjf1f2f3f4jjL2xt
Y4
i¼1
jjfijjH1x :
But this follows from Ho¨lder and the Sobolev embedding H1xDL
8
x:
It remains to show (14.4). By (14.2) it sufﬁces to show
jjPðIðPðv1v2v3Þðv4ÞxÞÞ 
 PððIv1ÞðIv2ÞðIv3ÞÞðIv4ÞxjjZ1ltl
0þN

1
2
Y4
i¼1
jjIvijjY 1l ð14:5Þ
for all v1;y; v4: This will be accomplished by Corollary 2 (at the endpoint s ¼ 12) and
a variant of the arguments in Lemma 12.1. In order to obtain the crucial factor of
N

1
2þ we must exploit the cancellation between the two terms on the left-hand side
of (14.5).
We turn to the details. Without loss of generality we may assume that v1; v2; v3;
and ðv4Þx have non-negative Fourier transforms. We divide into three cases.
Case 1 (Low–low interactions): v1; v2; v3; and ðv4Þx all have Fourier support in the
region jxjpN
5
:
In this case all the I operators act like the identity, and the left-hand side of (14.5)
vanishes.
Case 2 (High–high interactions): At least two of v1; v2; v3; ðv4Þx have Fourier
support in the region jxjX N
100
:
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In this case we will not exploit any cancellation in (14.5). From the observation that
m1
s
x1
N

 
m1
s
x2
N

 
m1
s
x3
N

 
m1
s
x4
N

 
tm1
sððx1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4Þ=NÞ
for all x1;y; x4AR; we see that it sufﬁces to show that
jjIPðPðv1v2v3Þðv4ÞxÞjjZ1ltl
0þN

1
2þ
Y4
i¼1
jjIvijjY 1l :
We now use the estimate
jjIvjjZ1ltN
1
sjj/rSs
1vjjZ1lBN
1
sjj/rSs
12vjj
Z
1
2
l
;
where /rS is the Fourier multiplier with symbol /xS; to estimate the left-hand
side by
N1
sjj/rSs
12PððPðv1v2v3Þðv4ÞxÞÞjj
Z
1
2
l
:
Applying the fractional Leibniz rule (using the positivity of the Fourier transforms of
v1; v2; v3; ðv4Þx), we may distribute the differentiation operator /rSs

1
2 to one of the
functions, say ðv4Þx: (The other cases are similar and will be left to the reader.) We
thus estimate the previous by
N1
sjjPððPðv1v2v3Þð/rSs
12v4ÞxÞÞjj
Z
1
2
l
:
Applying Corollary 2 with s ¼ 1
2
; we can estimate this by
l0þN1
sjjv1jj
Y
1
2
l
jjv2jj
Y
1
2
l
jjv3jj
Y
1
2
l
jj/rSs
12v4jj
Y
1
2
l
:
Note that
jj/rSs
12v4jj
Y
1
2
l
tNs
1jjIv4jjY 1l :
Also, at least one of the functions v1; v2; v3 has Fourier support in the region
jxjXN=100; so for this function we have
jjvijj
Y
1
2
l
tN
1=2jjIvijjY 1l :
For the other two functions we just use the crude bound
jjvijj
Y
1
2
l
tjjIvijjY 1l : ð14:6Þ
Combining all these estimates we obtain the result.
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The only remaining case to consider is
Case 3 (Low–high interactions): One of v1; v2; v3; ðv4Þx has Fourier support in the
region jxjXN
5
; and the other three have Fourier support in the region jxjp N
100
:
Let us suppose that ðv4Þx is the function with Fourier support in the region jxjXN5 ;
the other cases are similar. The idea will be to exploit the cancellation in (14.5) to
transfer one derivative from the high-frequency function v4 to the low frequency
functions v1; v2; v3:
In this case the operator I is the identity on v1; v2; v3; so we may write the left-hand
side of (14.5) as
jjPðIðPðv1v2v3Þðv4ÞxÞÞ 
 Pðv1v2v3ÞðIv4ÞxÞjjZ1l : ð14:7Þ
From the mean-value theorem we observe that
jm1
sðx0 þ xÞ 
 m1
sðxÞjtjx
0j
jxj m
1
sðxÞ
if jxjX1
5
and jx0jp 4
100
: Thus we have
jm1
sððx1 þ x2 þ x3 þ x4Þ=NÞ 
 m1
s
x4
N

 
jtjx1 þ x2 þ x3jjx4j
m1
s
x4
N

 
tm2
s x4
N

 
if jx4jXN=5 and jx1j; jx2j; jx3jp N100: We may thus estimate (14.7) by
jjPðPðv1v2v3ÞðI2
sN v4ÞxÞjjZ1lBjj/rS
1
2PðPðv1v2v3ÞðI2
sN v4ÞxÞjj
Z
1
2
l
:
Since v4 has higher frequency than the other three functions, we may distribute
the derivative /rS12 onto v4: By Corollary 2 with s ¼ 12; we can estimate the
previous by
l0þjjv1jj
Y
1
2
l
jjv2jj
Y
1
2
l
jjv3jj
Y
1
2
l
jj/rS12I2
sN v4jj
Y
1
2
l
:
From the frequency support of v4 we see that
jj/rS12I2
sN v4jj
Y
1
2
l
tN
12jjIv4jjY 1l ;
and the claim follows from this and (14.6). This completes the proof of (14.5) in all
cases, and (13.8) follows.
Estimate (13.9) follows from (13.2) and the observation that the L2 norm
is conserved by ﬂow (13.1). Now we show (13.10). By (13.9) it sufﬁces to
show that
jj@xIvlð1ÞjjL2xp5e: ð14:8Þ
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From (14.2), (3.9) we have jjIvlð1ÞjjH1te; from (13.6) we thus have
j R ðIvlð0ÞÞ5 dxjte5: Claim (14.8) then follows from (13.7), (13.8) if e is sufﬁciently
small and l (and hence N) is sufﬁciently large.
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